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Abstract
We discuss mathematical models of the timed behaviour of system components. We study re-
active system components that relate input-to-output streams. We work out a hierarchy of timing
concepts. We distinguish non-timed streams, discrete streams with discrete or with continuous
time, and dense streams with continuous time. We introduce a notion of a timed system com-
ponent and formulate requirements for the time ow. We show how to compose timed systems
in a modular way. We demonstrate that the introduction of time into a system model as well
as the change of the timing model during the system development process can be captured as
classical renement steps. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Although time is an important issue for many information processing systems all
the rst attempts to provide logical, algebraic, or mathematical foundations for pro-
gramming and for system development tried to abstract entirely from timing issues.
This is, of course, ne as long as we are only interested in sequential, non-reactive
algorithms. However, looking at interactive systems, especially at reactive embedded
systems, timing issues become crucial (see [1{3,16]). In fact, many application sys-
tems of today have to react within timed bounds to time events. This is why we
need well-understood timing models that provide well-suited abstract techniques for
the specication, verication, renement and implementation of systems.
A descriptive functional semantic model of distributed systems of concurrently in-
teracting components is of interest in major research areas and applications of com-
puting science and systems engineering. For the modular systematic development of
information processing systems we need precise and readable interface descriptions of
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system components. We require that such interface descriptions document all the in-
formation about the syntactic and semantic properties of a component that we need to
use properly. In an interface specication we also describe the time requirements and
dependencies in the behaviour of a component.
We are interested in the description of components that react interactively to input
by output (see [9]). Input and output take place within a global time frame. The
modular specication of the observable behaviour of interactive systems is an important
technique in system and software development. We speak of black box specications
or interface specications. An adequate concept of interface specication does not only
depend on a simple notion of observability, but also on the operators that we apply to
compose components into systems.
Although ignored in theoretical computer science for a while, the incorporation of
time and its formal representation is of essential interest for system models. In time-
dependent systems, the timing and the data values of the output depend upon the timing
and the data values of the input. However, for certain components the timing of the
input does not inuence the data values of the output, but only their timing. Often then
the timing is rather unimportant for the specication of the system behaviour and only
of interest for performance issues. In these cases, we can describe the input=output
behaviour of a component without any explicit reference to time.
It is one of the goals of this paper to show what consequences the introduction of
time into a semantic model actually has. In fact, the semantics gets more robust since
the ow of time leads to an explicit modelling of causality and thus to more realistic
models of computations. As a consequence, xpoint theory gets more straightforward
and does not need more sophisticated theoretical concepts such as least xpoints, com-
plete partially ordered sets or metric spaces. This simplicity is lost, however, if we
abstract away timing information partially or completely. An example are models of
computations based on the idea of full synchrony (see [5]). Here the lack of explicit
causality leads into semantic pathologies called causal loops.
In the following, we introduce a semantic model of interface behaviour that includes
discrete and dense streams with discrete and continuous time. For this model we study
composition operators.
In Section 1, we introduce our mathematical basis. In the following sections we
show how to describe the syntactic interfaces and the dynamic behaviours of interactive
systems. We treat composition operators and introduce concepts for the renement of
time. In particular, we show how dierent time models can be related by renement
relations.
2. Streams
In this section we introduce the basic mathematical concept of streams (see also
[20{22]). Streams are helpful models for the description many aspects of information
processing systems. A stream can be used to describe the communication history of
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a channel, the ow of values assumed by a variable of a system, or the sequence of
actions executed.
Roughly speaking, a stream is a nite or an innite sequence or ow of elements
from a set M called the sort of the stream. If additional time information is contained,
we speak of a timed stream. In the following, we are interested to separate aspects
of data and message ow of a channel on variable from timing aspects. We dene
four concepts of streams: non-timed streams and discrete streams with discrete and
continuous time, and nally dense streams with continuous time.
Some remarks on notation: by N we denote the set of natural numbers f0; 1; : : :g; by
N+ we denote Nnf0g. By fi; : : : ; jg we denote for i; j2N the set fn2N: i6n6jg.
By R we denote the set of real numbers and by R+ the set fr 2R: 0<rg. By [r : s]
we denote for r; s2R the set fx2R : r6x6sg; by [r: s[ we denote for r; s2R the set
fx2R: r6x6sg.
2.1. Non-timed discrete streams
Given a set M of messages a discrete (untimed) stream over the set M is a nite
or innite sequence of elements from M . A nite sequence s of length n2N with
elements from M is a mapping
s : f1; : : : ; ng ! M:
By M we denote the set of nite sequences over the set M . The set M includes
the empty sequence that we denote by h i. By s ^r we denote the concatenation of two
sequences s and r.
An innite stream s over the set M is a mapping
s :N+ ! M:
By M1 we denote the set of innite sequences over the set M . By M! we denote the
set of non-timed streams. It is dened by
M! = M1 [M:
Non-timed streams do not contain any information about the timing of the messages
in the stream.
We work with the following notation for discrete streams. By s: i we denote the ith
message in a stream. By #s we denote the length of the stream s which is an element
of the set N[f1g.
2.2. Modelling time
Time can be represented in many dierent ways. Typical time models that we nd
in the literature are the natural numbers N and the positive real numbers R+. We
might also work with the rational numbers, however, as long as we do not study limits
and innitely small dierences, there is not a signicant dierence between the real
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numbers and the rational numbers when modelling time. These numbers are all models
of linear time. Linear time is most appropriate for system models with a global time.
We speak of global time of a distributed system if all components work with the same
notion of time. It allows us to compare all actions and events with respect to their
timing by mapping them onto a global linear time scale.
A dierent concept is distributed time. 1 Distributed time helps to model systems
with distributed components and local clocks that run with independent speed. We
distinguish between physical time (which is global) and system time represented by
local or global clocks. It is dicult to speak about distributed time without an explicit
or implicit notion of global time that allows us to relate the speed of the local clocks.
Introducing system time, we get a layered time model. The base layer is global physical
time. The next layer is system time, that corresponds to local clocks specied in terms
of the global time. In the following, we are mainly interested in global time models
and concentrate therefore on linear time models.
A central topic of this paper is to study discreteness of time in contrast to continuous
time. There are several ways to dene discreteness of a set by mathematical methods
using notions from topology, metric spaces, or partial orderings. We do not go deeper
into the discussion of notions of discreteness. We work simply with two sets for
representing time, namely the natural numbers for discrete time and real numbers for
continuous time.
In the following, we distinguish between discrete time (time is represented by the
elements from a discrete set, in our case the naturals) and discrete message sets (the
messages are taken from a set that is discrete). Therefore, it makes sense to speak
of time-discrete streams in contrast to time-continuous streams and also of message-
discrete in contrast to message-continuous streams.
2.3. Timed streams
We work with a most general idea of a stream here. Given a set M of messages a
stream s is a function from its domain DOM[s] to M
s : DOM[s]! M:
The domain DOM[s] is the set of time points of the stream s also called its time line.
It can be discrete or non-discrete. We only work with cases where
DOM[s]R+:
Special cases are
DOM[s]N+;
1 In temporal logic the notions of linear versus branching time are used. Branching time, however, is
used to model dierent non-deterministic choices for system executions { not distributed time. Therefore in
temporal logic linear time is used for a logic that speaks about linear traces and not about the branching
structure of the system behaviours.
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where
DOM[s] = f1; : : : ; ng:
For discrete streams s which are streams with discrete domains the cardinality of
DOM[s] is called its length. Note that by this concept since N+R+ any stream
can be understood as a partial function s
s : R+ ! M:
Now we study the dierent classes of timed streams.
2.4. Discrete streams with discrete time
A timed communication history for a channel carrying messages from a given set
M is represented by a timed stream. A timed stream with discrete time is a nite or
innite sequence of messages with additional timing information from a discrete time
space. We work with the following model of streams with discrete time.
Discrete time: A discrete stream s with DOM[s] = ft 2N+: 16t<ng where n2N+
[f1g is a nite or innite sequence of messages with a timing function
sy : DOM[s]! N
which is weakly monotonic. This means that
i6j ) s y i6s y j
for i; j2DOM[s]: s y i associates with the ith message in s its time stamp.
A special case of a discrete stream with discrete time is a stream s with
s y i = i for all i 2 DOM[s]:
Such a stream is called time synchronous since it issues exactly one message at a time.
Time synchrony is a good model for hardware systems driven by a global clock pulse.
Another special case is a stream where the timing function is strictly monotonic. This
models the case where at most one message is communicated at each time point. In
other words, the time granularity is chosen ne enough that all messages are separated
by the time scale.
Formally, we can represent the set of streams with discrete time by the set
M@ = (M)1:
For s2M@ we denote the number of messages in s by #s. By s : i we denote the
sequence of messages in the ith time interval. We denote for i2N; s2M@ by
s # i;
the sequence of the rst i sequences in the stream s. Thus s # i denotes the communica-
tion history of the stream s for the rst i time intervals. We dene the timing function
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sy for s2M@ simply by (let i2DOM[s]):
s y i = minfj 2 N: i6#(s # j)g:
Note that the set M@ is isomorphic to the set of streams over the set M [fpg with
an innite number of time ticks
p
.
We extend this notation of truncating streams at time points to sets of streams W
pointwise as follows:
W # t = fs # t: s 2 Wg:
Let s2M@; by
s;
we denote the nite or innite untimed stream that is the result of concatenating all the
sequences in the stream s. This corresponds to a time abstraction in which we forget
all the timing information in a stream and only keep the sequence of its elements.
We extend both notations for time abstraction and the restriction of streams up to a
time point also for tuples and sets of timed streams. They are extended by applying
them pointwise.
2.5. Message discrete streams with continuous time
Continuous time is rather similar to discrete time as long as we work with discrete
messages and discrete events (sampled message streams).
Real time (continuous time) with message discrete streams (sampling): We can
also choose a timing by real numbers for a stream s. Then the timing is described by
the function
sy: DOM[s]! R+:
Again s y i associates a time point with the ith message in the stream s. Working
with real time, the time points can be chosen more freely. However, we require strict
monotonicity for the timing function of the time stamps since continuous time is the
nest time granularity we can choose.
The set of discrete streams over the message set M with continuous time is repre-
sented by the set
MR :
Using real numbers for modelling time, we have to cope with Zeno’s paradox. Given
an innite stream s, we speak of Zeno’s paradox if we have
8i 2 DOM[s]: s y i < t
for some time t 2R+; although #s=1. A simple example of a stream that shows
Zeno’s paradox is given in the following. Dene the innite stream s by
s: i = i; s y i = 1=2i :
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Fig. 1. Discrete stream with continuous time.
Then the time function is strictly monotonic, the stream is innite but its time points
are bounded. In many applications such a behaviour is not realistic and should be
excluded. We therefore require for any innite stream s
8k 2 N: 9i 2 N: s y i > k
to avoid Zeno’s paradox. A simple way to achieve this is to assume a minimal time
distance 2R; >0; for all the messages in the timed stream s such that
s y (i + 1)− s y i >  for all i with i; i + 1 2 DOM[s]:
The notation for streams with discrete time can easily be extended to streams with
continuous time. For a stream s we denote for t 2R+ by
s # t;
the stream of messages till time point t.
The crucial dierence between discrete and continuous time is as follows:
 Separability: We can always nd a time point in between two given distinct time
points.
 Limits: We can make our time intervals innitely small leading to limit points.
Separability is helpful since it supports the exibility of the timing. Limits lead to
Zeno’s paradox and are better ruled out whenever possible.
2.6. Dense streams
So far the streams were discrete in the sense that a discrete stream always is a
sequence of messages such that we can speak about the rst, second, third, and so on
message in a stream. Using continuous time a stream may contain uncountably many
message elements (Fig. 1). We speak of a dense stream.
 A dense stream is represented by a function
s : R+ ! M:
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Fig. 2. Quasidiscrete dense stream.
For every time t 2R+ we obtain a message s(t)2M . By
MR;
we denote the set of dense streams.
We easily may extend the notation s # t to dense streams.
We cannot easily extend the time abstraction or the length function to dense streams.
We can, however, work with sampling. Moreover, we can embed discrete streams into
dense streams. We come back to these issues in the section on renement.
If we include a dummy message 2M we can represent all other types of timed
streams as special cases of dense streams s where the set of time points with actual
messages
ft 2 R+: s(t) 6=g
is nite or countable.
Working with dummy messages is not the only way to represent discrete streams by
dense streams. We call a dense stream s2MR quasidiscrete (Fig. 2), if there exists a
sequence of time points ti; i2N; such that the set fti: i2Ng is nite or unbounded,
mathematically expressed by the proposition
8j 2 N: 9i 2 N: j6ti
and for all i2N the stream s restricted to the time intervals [ti : ti+1] is a constant
function, formally
8i 2 N: 9m 2 M; :8t 2 [ti: ti+1[: s: t = m:
Then the stream s changes its values only at atmost countably many time points (see
Fig. 1). Quasidiscrete streams can easily be represented by discrete streams by recording
the changes at the time points ti only.
We distinguish between discrete streams with continuous time (see Fig. 1) and dense
streams with continuous time (see Fig. 2). In time-continuous systems, we work with
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continuous time. In addition, the message set may be non-discrete. The classical case in
mathematics where continuous functions on real numbers are considered is the certainly
best-known example of a dense stream and continuously changing messages. Of course,
this theory of continuous real-valued function can be generalised to any continuous
message set along the lines of the work in metric spaces and topology.
3. Components as functions on streams
In this section we introduce a general concept of a component as a function on timed
streams. We consider the most general case of dense streams. Since all other streams
can be seen as special cases or abstractions of dense streams, these are included.
3.1. Behaviours of components
We work with channels as identiers for streams. By C we denote the set of chan-
nels. Given a set C of sorted identiers we denote by
~C
the set of channel valuations
x : C ! MR;
where x : c is a timed stream of the appropriate sort of channel c2C.
A function
F : ~I ! }(~O)
is called a component behaviour. F is called
 timed or weakly causal, if for all t 2R+ we have for all x; z 2~I :
x # t = z # t ) F(x) # t = F(z) # t;
 time guarded by a nite delay 2R+; >0, or causal, if for all t 2R we have for
all x; z 2~I :
x # t = z # t ) F(x) # (t + ) = F(z) # (t + ):
A timed function has a proper time ow. That is, the choice of the output at the
time point t does not depend on input that comes only after time t. Time guardedness
models some delay in the reaction of a system.
A behaviour F is called
 realisable, if there exists a time-guarded function f :~I! ~O (with some nite delay
) such that for all input histories x:
f:x 2 F:x:
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation of a component as a data ow node with n input and m output channels.
Behaviours describe non-deterministic or underspecied components. Realisability ex-
presses that there is, in fact, a deterministic function that realises the behaviour.
We use time-guarded stream processing functions F to model the behaviour of a
component. A graphical representation of the function F as a non-deterministic data
ow node is given in Fig. 3.
A behaviour F on time-discrete streams is called
 time independent, if for discrete input histories x and z we have
x = z ) F:x = F:z:
For time-independent behaviours the timing of the messages in the input streams does
not inuence the messages in the output streams but only their timing. We generalise
this denition to functions on dense streams by (monotonic) time transformations.
A time transformation  is a strict monotonic total function
 : R+ ! R+
that is unbounded. Here strict monotonicity means
8t; r 2 R+: t < r ) (t)< (r)
and unboundedness means
8t 2 R+: 9r 2 R+: (r)> t:
Each time transformation denes a mapping s:   s on dense streams s2MR by
functional composition   s which is dened by
(  s):t = s((t)):
By  we denote the set of time transformations. For a dense stream s we dene
s = f  s:  2 g:
Thus s denotes the set of all streams that are time transformations of s. By this con-
struction we can extend the notion of time independence to functions F on dense
streams. F is called time independent if
x = z ) F:x = F:z:
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Fig. 4. Parallel composition with feedback.
As for the messages for time-independent behaviours on discrete streams the messages
in the output streams of F are independent of the timing of the input messages. Only
the timing of the output may depend on the timing of the input.
3.2. Composition operators
When modelling systems and system components the composition of larger systems
from smaller ones is a fundamental principle. We consider only one basic composition
operator, namely parallel composition with feedback (Fig. 4). It comprises sequential
composition, parallel composition, and feedback as special cases. As it is well known,
these three composition operators suce (together with straightforward operations on
the channels such as renaming and hiding) to formulate all kinds of nite networks of
reactive information processing components (see also [14{15]).
To dene parallel composition with feedback we rst introduce an operation that
allows us to form a channel valuation out of two channel valuations. Given two disjoint
sets of channels C1 and C2 and two channel valuations
x 2 ~C1; y 2 ~C2;
we construct a channel valuation
x  y 2
−−−−!
C1[C2
as follows:
(x  y):c = x:c if c 2 ~C1;
(x  y):c = y:c if c 2 ~C2:
Given channels sets O1; I1; O2; I2 and two behaviours
F1 : ~I1 ! }(~O1); F2 : ~I2 ! }(~O2);
where O1 \O2 = ;; O1 \ I1 = ;; O2 \ I2 = ;; we dene the parallel composition with
feedback by the function
F1 ⊗ F2 : ~I ! }(~O);
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where
I = (I1nO2) [ (I2nO1); O = O1 [ O2
specied by (with the channel valuation y2 ~C where C = O1 [ O2 [ I1 [ I2)
(F1 ⊗ F2):x= fyjO: xjI = yjI
^yjO1 = F1(yjI1)
^yjO2 = F2(yjI2)g:
Here by yjO we denote the restriction of the channel valuations y2 ~C to the channel
set OC. Thus
yjO 2 ~O and (yjO):c = y:c for c 2 O:
Let now O1 = I2. By F1; F2 we denote the sequential composition of the two compo-
nents
F1 : ~I1 ! }(~O1)
and
F2 : ~I1 ! }(~O2)
dened by the equation
(F1;F2): x = fz 2 F2(y): y 2 F1(x)g:
Note that according to our semantic model the component specication F1⊗F2 is
realisable provided the components F1 and F2 are realisable. This is a consequence of
the following theorem (see [19] for a proof based on metric spaces).
Theorem. Every realisable time-guarded behaviour F (with input and output channels
C and delay >0) has a xpoint.
Proof. Let f be a time-guarded function such that f:x2F:x for all x 2 ~I . We construct
a sequence of valuations of the channels in C by streams si 2 ~C, where s0 is arbitrary
and
si+1 # (1 + i)   = f(si) # (1 + i)  :
Such a sequence of streams exists and si # i is uniquely dened by this due to the time
guardedness. By induction on i2N we prove
si # (i  ) = si+1 # (i  ):
For i = 0 the equation is trivial. Assume the equation holds for i. Since
si+1 # (i  ) = si # (i  )
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we have by the time guardedness:
f(si+1) # ((i + 1)  ) = f(si) # ((i + 1)  ): ()
We obtain
si+2 # ((i + 1)  ) fby denitiong
= f(si+1) # ((i + 1)  ) fby ()g
= f(si) # ((i + 1)  ) fby denitiong
= si+1 # ((i + 1)  ):
This implies that si # (i) = sj # (i) for all j; i6j. Therefore, there exists a uniquely
dened stream s such that
s # (i  ) = si # (i  )
for all i2N. By construction we have the equation
s = f(s):
It is not dicult to prove that, in the construction of the proof above, the commu-
nication history s constructed in the proof of the theorem above is the only xpoint
of f. If for any r
r = f(r)
holds, then by induction on i we can prove that
r # (i  ) = si # (i  )
for all i. Therefore r = s.
The theorem shows that the quite realistic assumption that for every component there
exists a minimal non-zero reaction time has a pleasant eect: the existence of xpoints
is guaranteed and in the case of deterministic components the xpoint is unique.
3.4. Recursion
Often we want to dene behaviours and components by recursion. This is useful both
for the description of innite networks and for the recursive declaration of behaviours.
To do this we use a function
 : (~I ! }(~O))! (~I ! }(~O))
which transforms behaviours. We write
F1F2
if
8x2~I : F1(x)F2(x):
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We call the function  inclusion monotonic, if the following formula holds:
F1F2 ) [F1] [F2]:
For an inclusion monotonic function  we choose a xpoint F : ~I ! }(~O) dened by
the equation
F = [F]
which is inclusion largest. A motivation for this choice is given below. We dene the
component behaviour function F : ~I!}(~O) by recursion on the function  as follows.
We dene:
F = x ;
where
(x ): x =
[
fG:x: G [G]g:
According to this denition x  is the inclusion largest set-valued function F such
that the equation
F = [F]
holds. F is not the only xpoint, in general.
Recursion can be used for two purposes. We may use recursion when writing speci-
cations where the behaviour transformer  is specied by a logical expression dening
the set [F]: x in terms of F . We may dene [F] also by a number of operators for
forming a network from F and a number of given components by parallel composi-
tion. Then x  can be interpreted to represent a recursively dened innite data ow
network.
As well known, the diculties of associating a unique xpoint with a xpoint equa-
tion are caused by unguarded recursion. If a recursive call occurs without any modi-
cations we obtain an innite regression (also called divergence) which does not dene
the result of the recursive call uniquely. As a consequence, also in our case the xpoint
is not unique, in general. This is dierent if the recursion is guarded, in our case time
guarded. Time guardedness is based on the idea that each call requires some delay in
time. Unbounded regression requires an unbounded amount of time corresponding to
empty result streams over an innite time interval. We speak of a time-contracting
function .
We call the behaviour transformation  time contracting, if for all behaviours F we
have the following proposition:
TG(F; i)) TG([F]; i + 1):
Here TG(F; i) expresses that F is time guarded by i time units, formally (for simplicity
we work with discrete time here and with time ticks representing a delay by one time
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unit; we could also work with arbitrary time delays >0)
TG(F; i)  8j 2 N: x # j = z # j ) F(x) # i + j = F(z) # i + j:
Given a function F : ~I!}(~O) and k 2N we write F # k for the function dened by
(for x2~I):
(F # k): x = (F:x) # k:
If  is time contracting in the sense dened above, then the safety part of x  is
uniquely determined by the xpoint equation. The safety part is determined by the
prex closure close(F:x) of the set F:x. It is formally determined by (let W  ~C)
close(W ) = fx # n: n 2 N ^ x 2 Wg:
The uniqueness of the safety part of the xpoint of a monotonic, time-contracting
function is shown by the following theorem.
Theorem. Let  be inclusion monotonic and time contracting. Then for all realisable
functions F; F 0 with F = [F] and F 0 = [F 0] their safety parts coincide. Mathemat-
ically speaking
8i 2 N: F # i = F 0 # i:
Proof. Dene functions Fi 2~I!}(~O) (let F0 be arbitrary, but realisable) such that
(Fi+1) # i + 1 = [Fi] # i + 1:
By the construction and the contractivity of  we have for all time points i2N and
all xpoints F = [F]:
F # i = (Fi) # i = F 0 # i:
If [F] is formed by applying the parallel composition to F and a number of basic
components, then  is obviously inclusion monotonic. It is time contracting if F is
sequentially composed with a time-guarded function. A simple way to achieve this is
to take a one time unit delay function  that puts a time tick in front of each of
its input streams. In mathematical terms the delay function (for an arbitrary channel
set C)
 : ~C ! ~C
is dened by the equation (for x2 ~C; c2C; t 2N+)
((:x):c):0 = h i;
((:x):c):(t + 1) = (x:c):t:
We replace [F] by [F ;]. This construction corresponds to the simple assumption
that a recursive call takes exactly one unit of time.
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Let us explain this construction by a simple example. If we choose the trivial ex-
ample of recursion where the behaviour transformation  is the identity function where
formally we always have
[F] = F;
then the replacement leads to the xpoint equation
F = F ;:
The only solution of this equation in the set of time-guarded functions is the function
that produces only time ticks (or in our presentation produces an innite stream of
empty sequences).
Finally, we give arguments to justify our choice to associate the inclusion largest
xpoint with . In the case of a non-contractive function  according to this choice
\divergence" is simply represented by chaos. If nothing is specied explicitly by the
recursive equation for an input history, then every output is permitted. In the case of
time contractive functions, divergence is modelled by the output stream carrying only
time ticks. This is exactly what we intend to associate with a diverging computation.
No output is produced in nite time, but time does proceed. The construction based on
time contractivity is given for discrete streams but can be carried over to dense streams.
Here, however, we have to nd a representation of the fact that there is no message
on the stream for a time unit . This can easily be expressed by a dummy message.
4. Renement
Renement is the basic concept for the stepwise development of components. We
describe two basic forms of renement: property renement and interaction renement.
4.1. General concepts of renement
The notion of property renement for components with dense streams is a simple
generalisation of the renement concept for discrete streams. Property renement allows
us to replace a behaviour by one with additional properties, in other words, by one
fullling more requirements. A behaviour
F1 : ~I ! }(~O)
is rened by a behaviour
F2 : ~I ! }(~O)
if
F2F1;
F2 is called a property renement of F1.
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Fig. 5. Communication history renement.
Property renement does not allow us to change the syntactic interface of a compo-
nent. This can be done by interaction renement, however.
By interaction renement we may change the number of input and output channels
of a system as well as the type and granularity of the messages but still relate the
behaviours in a formal way. A communication history renement is given by timed
functions (Fig. 5)
A : ~I ! }(~O); R : ~O ! }(~I);
where
R;A = Id
and Id denotes the identity relation
Id:x = fxg:
Fig. 5 gives the \commuting diagram" of history renement.
Based on the idea of a history renement we introduce the idea of an interaction
renement for components.
Given two communication history renements
A1 : ~I2 ! }(~I1); R1 : ~I1 ! }(~I2);
A2 : ~O2 ! }(~O1); R2 : ~O1 ! }(~O2);
we call the behaviour
F2 : ~I2 ! }(~O2)
an interaction renement of the behaviour
F1 : ~I1 ! }(~O1)
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Fig. 6. Commuting diagram of interaction renement (U -simulation).
if one of the following four proposition holds:
R1;F2;A2F1; U -simulation;
R1;F2F1;R2; downward simulation;
F2;A2A1;F1; upward simulation;
F2A1;F1;R2; U−1-simulation:
Note that U−1-simulation is the strongest condition from which all others follow (see
also [17]). Note, moreover, that property renement is a special case of interaction
renement (choose for Ai and Ri the identity relation).
4.2. Renement of time
In this section we study interaction renements that support renements from non-
timed streams to streams with discrete time and further on to streams with continuous
time and nally to dense streams.
4.2.1. From Non-timed to discrete-timed streams
A non-timed stream can be seen as the abstraction from all discrete-timed streams
with the same message set but arbitrary timing. The specication of the abstraction
function A is simple:
A:y = f yg:
The specication of the representation function R is also simple:
R:x = fy: y = xg:
Although the abstraction is so simple to specify, forgetting about time has serious con-
sequences for functions that describe the behaviour of components. Time guardedness
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gets lost and as a consequence also the uniqueness of xpoints, which has crucial
impacts on the compositionality of the semantic models (for an extensive discussion,
see [8]).
4.2.2. From discrete-to-continuous time
For relating discrete streams with discrete time to discrete streams with continuous
time we work with an abstraction function
 : MR ! M@:
It is specied by the following equations (let r 2 MR):
(:r):j = r:j;
(:r) y j = minfn 2 N: r y j6ng:
We dene the abstraction relation
A : MR ! }(M@)
as
A:r = f:rg
and the representation specication
R : M@ ! }(MR )
by the equation
R:s = fr: s = :rg:
The step from discrete-to-continuous time (or back) is rather simple and does not have
much consequences for the semantic techniques, as long as the time granularity is
chosen ne enough to maintain time guardedness.
4.2.3. From discrete-to-dense streams
To abstract a dense stream into a discrete stream we can use the following two
techniques:
 sampling,
 event discretisation.
In sampling, we select a countable number of time points as samples. We dene the
abstraction specication
A : MR ! }(MR )
that maps dense to discrete streams by
A:r = f:rg;
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where (we choose a simple variant of sampling where we select the natural numbers
as the sample time points)
(:r):j = r:j;
(:r) y j = j:
A representation specication for sampling in continuous time is obtained by the func-
tion
R : MR ! }(MR)
dened by (we ignore for simplicity the possibility of successive identical messages in
a stream)
R:s = fr: s = :rg:
Besides sampling the step from dense-to-discrete streams can be dened by event
discretisation. An event in a dense stream is, for instance, that the values in a real
numbered stream reach a particular given bound or that the values do not increase any
more. This can be modelled by a predicate
e : ([t : t + ]! M)! B
which indicates by e(z) = true that for the behaviour segment z in the time interval
[t : t + ] the event characterised by the predicate e has occurred. We assume that the
event characterised by e is only considered to occur at most once in a distance .
For instance, we may consider the time interval in continuous time that a time point i
represents in discrete time and dene that an event occurs at time point i in discrete
time if it occurs at least once in the respective interval. With the help of such predicates
we may abstract a dense stream into a stream of sets of events. Note that sampling can
be seen as a special case of modelling dense streams by discrete streams of events.
Based on these ideas, the specication of a sensor can be described. Abstracting
from the physical process that generates the data measured by the sensor, a sensor
is a component with no input but a timed stream as output. We assume that an
analog=digital-unit is inside the sensor that sends a discrete signal in a predened
frequency. An example of a component working with dierent types of timed streams
is an analog=digital converter, which is a component that converts a dense stream of
real numbers into a discrete stream of events as described above or by sampling.
4.3. Time synchrony versus time asynchrony
We call a system model time synchronous if a component may react to input instan-
taneously by output without any delay. Physically, this seems to be impossible { we
may expect that reaction always takes a non-zero amount of time. However, as an ab-
straction from a behaviour this might be reasonable. With the idea of time synchrony
we lose the property of time guardedness. As a consequence, xpoints of feedback
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loops are no longer unique, and in the case of pathological programs may not even
exist.
We study the transition from an asynchronous model of time to a model with perfect
synchrony on the level of discrete time. To demonstrate the problems that arise we use
a simple delay function
 : M@ ! }(M@)
dened by (let x : i denote the sequence of messages in the ith time interval the for
x2M@ and for a set X M@ let X : i denote the set fx : i: x2X g of sequences of
messages in the ith time interval)
(:x) : (i + 1) = fx : ig;
(:x) : 0 = fh ig:
Clearly  is time guarded and realisable. The abstraction that maps a ner time gran-
ularity to a coarser time granularity by joining a constant number k of time intervals
is described by the function
A : M@ ! }(M@)
dened by
(A:x) : i = (x : (i  k)) (^x : (i  k + 1)) ^ : : : (^x : ((i + 1)  k − 1)):
The representation specication
R : M@ ! }(M@)
is simply dened by the requirement
(R;A): x = fxg:
Informally speaking, R maps each sequence of messages in a time interval in the stream
x onto k intervals leading to k sequences of messages such that the concatenation of
these messages yields the interval again.
If we apply this renement pair to the behaviour function  we get (by U−1-
simulation) the requirement for the renement 0.
0 = A;;R:
In contrast to  the renement 0 cannot be time guarded (for k>1). A xpoint of 
is always the empty stream since we obtain from
x 2 :x
by the denition of  the equation
x : 0 = h i;
x : (i + 1) = x : i:
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For 0 we obtain the xpoint equations
(x : 0) ^ : : : (^x : k − 1) = h i ^ : : : ^x : :k − 2;
(x : i  k) ^ : : : (^x : (i + 1)  k − 1) = (x : (i  k)− 1) ^ : : : (^x : (i + 1)  k − 2)
for which we can nd many streams that full these equations. A simple solution is
every stream with
x : ((i + 1)  k − 1) = h i:
This simple analysis shows that we lose the simplicity of xpoint theory for time-
guarded behaviours. Perfect synchrony leads to behaviours that are not time guarded
and therefore a much more sophisticated xpoint theory is required.
5. Conclusions
Modelling information processing systems appropriately is a matter of choosing the
adequate abstractions in terms of the corresponding mathematical models. This applies
for the models of time, as well.
5.1. Time models in the literature
Time issues were always of high practical relevance for a number of applications of
software systems such as embedded software and telecommunication. Nevertheless, in
the scientic literature mathematical models for software time issues were considered
only in the late 1970s and then only in a few publications (see, for instance [24]). In
the theoretical foundations of interactive systems timing aspects were ignored in the
beginning. It seems that the researchers tried hard to abstract from time which was
considered an operational notion. First logical approaches were given in [13, 6]. A rst
denotational model is found in [7].
Since then the interest in real time and its modelling has considerably increased in
the scientic research. In most of the approaches one particular time model is selected,
without arguing much about the rationale of the particular choice. Often the time model
is implicit (such as in statecharts, see [10], in SDL, see [23], or in Esterel [4]). This
caused a lot of discussions about the right time model for such modelling languages.
Other approaches such as the duration calculus (see [25]), where continuous time and
dense message streams are essential, are explicitly directed towards time and a specic
model of time.
Only few publications discuss and compare dierent time models. One example
is [11] which discusses the relation between the task of the specication and verication
of real-time programs and representations of time. Another example is Kopetz [12] who
compares what he calls dense time with what he calls sparse time. In sparse time events
can only occur at \some sections of the time line". So sparse time seems to be what
we call discrete time. A careful discussion of time models for hardware is found in
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[18, Chapter 6]. However, so far there is no approach that denes a formal relationship
between systems working with dierent time models as we do with the concept of
interaction renement.
5.2. Concluding remarks
Giving operational models that contain all the technical computational details of
interactive non-deterministic computations is relatively simple. However, for systems
engineering purposes operational models are not very helpful. Finding appropriate ab-
stractions for operational models of distributed systems is a dicult but nevertheless
important task. Good abstract non-operational models are the basis for a tractable sys-
tem specications and of a discipline of systems development.
Abstraction means forgetting information. Of course, we may forget only information
that is not needed. Which information is needed does not only depend upon the explicit
concept of observation, but also upon the considered forms of the composition of
systems from subsystems.
As shown above, there are many ways to obtain time abstractions. Typical examples
are abstractions and corresponding renements:
 from dense streams to discrete streams with continuous time,
 from discrete streams with continuous time to discrete time,
 from a ner discrete time to a coarser discrete time,
 from timed to non-timed streams.
In fact, all four abstraction steps mean that we use a coarser, more abstract time model.
This way we lose some information about the timing of messages. As a consequence,
messages at dierent time points may be represented by identical time points. This
means, we may lose the principle of causality. This leads to intricate problems as we
nd them in the approaches that work with the assumption of the so-called perfect
synchrony (cf. [5]).
The specication of interactive systems has to be done in a time=space frame. A spec-
ication should indicate which events (communication actions) can take place where,
and when, and how they are causally related. Time information can be treated as any
other information, except, however, that the time ow follows certain laws. This is
expressed by the timing requirements such as time guardedness. Such specication
techniques are an important prerequisite for the development of safety critical systems.
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